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Abstract
The active magnetic regenerator (AMR) is an alternative refrigeration cycle
with a potential gain of energy efficiency compared to conventional refrig-
eration techniques. The AMR poses a complex problem of heat transfer,
fluid dynamics and magnetic field, which requires detailed and robust mod-
eling. This paper reviews the existing numerical modeling of room tem-
perature AMR to date. The governing equations, implementation of the
magnetocaloric effect (MCE), fluid flow and magnetic field profiles, thermal
conduction etc. are discussed in detail as is their impact on the AMR cy-
cle. Flow channeling effects, hysteresis, thermal losses and demagnetizing
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fields are discussed and it is concluded that more detailed modeling of these
phenomena is required to obtain a better understanding of the AMR cycle.
Keywords: Magnetic refrigerator, Gadolinium, Regeneration, Modelling
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Nomenclature
Variables
T Temperature [K]
TC Curie temperature [K]
T∞ Ambient temperature [K]
∆Tad Adiabatic temperature change [K]
u = (ux, uy, uz) Velocity vector [ms
−1]
AHT Wetted area per unit cell [m
2m−3]
c Specific heat capacity [Jkg−1K−1]
ρ Mass density [kgm−3]
k Thermal conductivity [Wm−1K−1]
h Convective heat transfer coefficient [Wm−2K−1]
τ1 Timing of magnetization part of the AMR cycle [s]
τ2 Timing of hot blow part of the AMR cycle [s]
τ3 Timing of demagnetization part of the AMR cycle [s]
τ4 Timing of cold blow part of the AMR cycle [s]
τrel Equal to τ1/τ2 = τ3/τ4 [-]
τtot Equal to 2 (τ1 + τ2) [s]
µ0 Vacuum permeability equal to 4π10
−7NA−2
µ0H Magnetic field [T]
M Magnetization [Am−1]
Dp Dispersion coefficient [-]
Pe Peclet number [-]
dp Particle diameter [m]
dr Regenerator diameter [m]
L Length [m]
V Volume [m3]
m˙ Mass flow rate [kgs−1]
f Frequency [Hz]
ϕ Utilization [-]
ǫ Porosity [-]
Qc Cooling power [Wkg
−1]
∆p Pressure drop [Pa]
µf Dynamic viscosity [Pa·s]
K(r) Particle bed permeability [m2]
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Abbreviations
AMR Active Magnetic Regeneration
MCE Magnetocaloric effect
MCM Magnetocaloric material
MFM Mean field model
HHEX Hot heat exchanger
CHEX Cold heat exchanger
HTF Heat transfer fluid
COP Coefficient of Performance
Sub- and super scripts
f Fluid
s Solid
i Initial
f Final
HT Heat transfer
Cold Refers to the cold side reservoir
Hot Refers to the hot side reservoir
Stat Static
Eff Effective
Appl Applied
4
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1. Introduction
For several decades the active magnetic regenerator (AMR) has been a re-
search topic within the magnetic refrigeration community, as it is a potential
alternative to vapor compression technology at room temperature. Such an
AMR is based on the magnetocaloric effect (MCE), which manifests itself as a
temperature change of a magnetocaloric material (MCM) upon adiabatically
changing the magnetic field of the material. Since the maximum adiabatic
temperature change of any known MCMs is no more than a few degrees in a
magnetic field of one tesla (Pecharsky & Gschneidner, 2006), the regenera-
tive cycle has to be applied in order to create temperature spans comparable
to e.g. those of vapor-compression based cooling systems (Barclay, 1983).
Recently, a range of experimental AMR devices have been built and a review
of these can be found in Gschneidner & Pecharsky (2008); Yu et al. (2010).
In Yu et al. (2003); Engelbrecht et al. (2007b) general reviews of room tem-
perature magnetic refrigeration are given. Although improvements in AMR
performance have been realized, there are currently no commercial devices
available, and additional technology development is necessary. Therefore,
it is critical to understand the fundamental loss mechanisms, performance
limits, and optimal design of AMR systems using detailed models.
Since the AMR involves solid state physics, thermodynamics, fluid dy-
namics and magnetism a broad range of physicical effects influences the per-
formance of such a system. It is therefore quite important to have reliable
numerical models such that the performance trends may be mapped out. A
range of such models have been made already, however, a comprehensive re-
view of these models is not available at present. This paper provides such
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a review, which not only include a discussion of the various models but also
discusses in detail the various components of an AMR model and how they
affect the model results.
1.1. The AMR cycle
The AMR cycle consists of four processes, which can overlap. First there
is magnetization, where the field applied to the solid regenerator material
is increased causing a temperature increase. Magnetization is followed by
a fluid flow from the cold fluid reservoir to the hot fluid reservoir, rejecting
heat to the ambient. During demagnetization the applied field is then re-
duced causing the temperature of the regenerator solid to drop and, finally,
there is fluid flow from the hot reservoir to the cold, and a cooling load is
accepted. The flow processes are governed by the same governing equations
as for passive regenerators, which have been studied in detail by, for example,
Hausen (1983); Dragutinovic & Baclic (1998); Willmott (1964). The major
difference between passive regenerator models and AMR models is the im-
plementation of the MCE and the timing between the magnetic field profile
and the fluid flow profile.
Several approaches to the overall AMR modeling are applied. Steady-
state models are simple models, which may provide an estimate of the per-
formance in terms of cooling power versus temperature span as a function
of e.g. the geometry of the AMR. Time-dependent models provide a more
complex description of the AMR. Since the change of the magnetic field and
the fluid flow is inherently time dependent and is coupled with heat transfer
between a fluid and a solid, these models capture the physics on a more fun-
damental level. Both types of models are discussed in the following, although
6
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the emphasis is put on the time-dependent models, which are dominant in
the more recent literature. In Section 2 the specifics of these models are
discussed in detail. The remainder of this section gives an overview of the
overall development of AMR models.
1.2. Steady-State AMR Models
There are several time independent models of AMR systems; these mod-
els are sometimes referred to as zero-period or steady-state models. The
models generally start from an ideal AMR cycle and reduce the performance
individually for estimated losses to axial conduction, heat transfer losses, etc.
Steady state models are useful for qualitative investigations of AMR cycle
characteristics; for example, the evaluation of the magnetocaloric properties
of various materials in the context of an AMR cycle or the parametric in-
vestigation of the impact of a particular cycle parameter. The major benefit
of these steady-state models is their computational efficiency; however, the
predictive capability of a steady state model is limited as they are unable
to capture interactions between loss mechanisms. Zhang et al. (2000); He
et al. (2003); Zhang et al. (1993) and papers by Yan & Chen (1991, 1992)
all present steady state models that can be used to understand the charac-
teristics of various AMR cycle configurations. Shir et al. (2003) use a time
independent model to show how magnetic nanocomposites may be used to
obtain an ideal magnetic refrigerant, one in which the local adiabatic tem-
perature change is proportional to the local absolute temperature. Rowe &
Barclay (2003) presents a model based on entropy minimization that predicts
the ideal MCE along the length of the regenerator bed. The major short-
comings of all steady state models are their approach to capturing the effect
7
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of material properties and their macroscopic approach to estimating losses.
1.3. Time Dependent AMR Models
Researchers at Astronautics Corp. of America have presented the Fi-
nite Reduced Period (FRP) model; this AMR model is one-dimensional and
time dependent, but it requires that the heat capacity of the entrained fluid
in the regenerator be negligible compared to that of the magnetic material
(DeGregoria et al., 1990; DeGregoria, 1991). In this limit, the conventional
regenerator equations are solved during the flow portions of the cycle and
instantaneous temperature changes are imposed at the conclusion of these
processes. These temperature changes represent the magnetization and de-
magnetization processes, which are assumed to occur reversibly and adia-
batically. The pumping loss, axial conduction, and dispersion losses are
calculated separately and then subtracted from the predicted refrigeration
power (Johnson & Zimm, 1996).
The FRP model has been applied primarily to the design of low temper-
ature AMR systems that use a gas as the heat transfer fluid, as described
by Janda et al. (1989), and therefore the assumption of negligible entrained
fluid heat capacity is not overly restrictive.
Kirol & Mills (1984) describe a one-dimensional transient model of a mag-
netic cycle that assumes perfect regeneration. Smailli & Chahine (1998) de-
scribe a one dimensional transient model in which only the flow processes are
considered; the magnetization and demagnetization processes are assumed to
happen instantaneously and reversibly. The heat transfer coefficient is as-
sumed to be constant throughout the regenerator, and the impact of axial
conduction and entrained heat capacity is not considered. Hu & Xiao (1995)
8
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present an analysis of AMR systems that is based on small perturbation
theory; a technique that is used for pulse-tube type refrigeration systems, as
described by several researchers including Hooijkaas & Benschop (1999). The
governing equations are linearized and the fluctuating parameters are written
in complex form, implying a sinusoidal variation of all such quantities.
These models consider regenerator geometries where the heat transfer
between the solid and the fluid is described via a Nusselt number, i.e. the
physical domain on which the heat transfer takes place is not resolved. Most
geometries, such as packed spheres, wire mesh screens etc. make it quite
difficult if not impossible to model the physical situation directly. However,
a two-dimensional model of a flat plate AMR is described by Petersen et al.
(2008b). The model uses a finite element (FEM) approach to solve for fluid
flow profiles and temperature gradients in the solid and the liquid. Because of
the increased complexity of the model, the computation time is much higher
for the two-dimensional model than equivalent one-dimensional models. The
geometry is fixed as a flat plate regenerator and modeling other regenerator
geometries would require significant modifications to the existing model. See
Appendix A for a summary of the published AMR models to date.
The overall goal of an AMR model is to predict the cooling power versus
the temperature span, i.e. the difference in temperature between the hot
and cold reservoirs. Including the work performed during the AMR cycle the
coefficient of performance (COP) is also available. In this way the theoretical
performance of an AMR may be mapped out using a numerical model.
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2. Components in a numerical AMR model
This section describes the various aspects of an AMR model. These
include the basic equations that are solved, how fluid flow and magnetic field
profiles are implemented, how the MCE is addressed etc.
2.1. Basic energy balance equations
All numerical models of the AMR are based on a mathematical model
describing heat transfer in a solid matrix structure, the MCE in the solid
due to the changing magnetic field, and the coupling to the convective heat
transfer of a fluid. Thus, the most general energy equation for the regenerator
solid may be expressed as
ρscs
∂Ts
∂t
= ∇ · (ks∇Ts) + Q˙MCE + Q˙loss + Q˙HT, (1)
which describes the heat transfer on the macroscopic scale thus taking into
account the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the solid. Subscript s is for
solid, the mass density is denoted by ρs, the specific heat is cs, temperature
is Ts, time is t, thermal conductivity is ks, the MCE term Q˙MCE, irreversible
losses are denoted by Q˙loss and finally the heat transfer between solid and
fluid is denoted Q˙HT. In the case of a 1D model this will be given through
a Nusselt-Reynolds correlation whereas for a 2D or 3D model the boundary
interface between solid and fluid is usually spatially resolved and the term is
thus expressing an internal boundary condition. However, 2D or 3D models
may apply Nusselt-Reynolds correlations as well. The energy equation for
10
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the heat transfer fluid may be written as
ρfcf
(
∂Tf
∂t
+ (u · ∇)Tf
)
= ∇ · (kf∇Tf) + Q˙loss − Q˙HT (2)
Here the subscript f denotes fluid and u = (ux, uy, uz) is the fluid velocity
vector. The energy balance equations are assumed valid over the length scale
of the regenerator.
The problem intrinsically also involves fluid dynamics and thus the Navier-
Stokes equations must also be solved
∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = µf
ρf
∇2u− 1
ρf
∇p (3)
∇ · u = 0, (4)
where µf is the dynamic viscosity and p is pressure. Now, Eqs. 3-4 represent
a Newtonian incompressible flow. If, e.g., a gas is used as heat transfer fluid
(HTF), the compressible Navier-Stokes equations may be necessary. In most
cases Eqs. 3-4 are simplified into analytical expressions, which is the case
in the 1D and 2D models (e.g. Nielsen et al. (2009a)) or solved numerically
(e.g. Petersen et al. (2008b)).
In general, AMR mathematical models include the following assumptions,
also used for passive heat regenerator analysis (Shah & Sekulic, 2003)
• No phase change in the fluid occurs. As long as water with anti-freeze
is used as HTF, this is a fully valid assumption.
• The fluid is incompressible and thus no compression/expansion of the
fluid and no pressure oscillations occur during the flow periods. Again,
11
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when a water/anti-freeze HTF is used this is valid.
• No flow leakage or flow bypassing occurs. This is definitely a simplifying
assumption. Experimentally it may be very difficult to control flow
bypassing properly.
• Heat transfer caused by radiation within the regenerator is negligible
compared to the convective and conductive heat transfer. For near
room-temperature applications this is a good approximation since very
little heat transfer occurs through radiation.
• The solid within the regenerator is uniformly distributed with no edge
effects. This is a simplifying assumption that is notoriously difficult to
control in experiments.
2.2. One-dimensional models
Many AMR models are one-dimensional and thus assume a Nusselt num-
ber correlation as a function of the Reynolds number in order to describe
the convective heat transfer between the solid and the fluid. Expressing Eqs.
1–2 in one dimension, the equations for the solid and the fluid in the 1D case
can be defined as:
ρscs
∂Ts
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(
ks
∂Ts
∂x
)
+ Q˙MCE + Q˙loss + Q˙HT (5)
ρfcf
(
∂Tf
∂t
+ ux
∂Tf
∂x
)
=
∂
∂x
(
kf
∂Tf
∂x
)
+ Q˙loss − Q˙HT (6)
12
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2.3. Implementation of the heat transfer between the fluid and the solid
In all 1D models a heat transfer coefficient, h, describing the heat transfer
between the fluid and the solid must be used. The heat transfer rate can be
written as
Q˙HT(x) = hAHT (Ts(x)− Tf(x)) (7)
where the wetted area per unit cell of the solid material is denoted AHT.
Perhaps the most crucial parameter in a 1D model is the heat transfer coef-
ficient. This parameter presents a correlation for the convective heat trans-
fer between the solid and the fluid and the most crucial part of the AMR
model thus relies on it. In general, correlations for h are presented in lit-
erature (Nusselt-Reynolds correlations). However, often the correlations do
not cover the total operational range in terms of the Reynolds number and
various correlations exist making it difficult to decide which is the “most
correct” to use in a given situation. According to Sarlah & Poredos (2010)
a 10 percent higher heat transfer coefficient yields about 4 percent higher
temperature span of the AMR.
The equations for the fluid and the solid in 2D models are usually not
coupled through a heat transfer coefficient, but rather an internal bound-
ary condition, which defines thermal contact between the fluid and the solid
(Petersen et al., 2008b; Nielsen et al., 2009a; Oliveira et al., 2009). As ex-
pected, and as was shown in Petersen et al. (2008a) 1D models may in fact
yield very similar results to 2D models given certain circumstances; espe-
cially when the fluid channels and solid plates are thin and thus the internal
thermal gradients perpendicular to the direction of the flow are negligible.
Sarlah & Poredos (2005) developed a partial 2D model of the AMR based
13
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on parallel plates. They used a one-dimensional equation for the heat trans-
fer in the fluid and a two-dimensional heat transfer equation for the solid.
Thus, they calculated the temperature distribution in the solid (in the flow
direction and a perpendicular direction), but they used a correlation for the
heat transfer coefficient for the heat transfer between the fluid and solid (very
similar to the regular 1D approach) on the form:
ks
∂Ts
∂y
∣∣∣∣∣
y=H
(x) = h (Ts(x, y = H)− Tf(x, y = H)) (8)
where the position in the y-direction denoted H refers to the contact point
between the solid and fluid.
Since 1D models do not directly account for temperature gradients in the
solid material, it has been suggested to reduce the heat transfer coefficient
between solid and fluid to account for the losses (Jeffreson, 1972; Engelbrecht
et al., 2006). Both Engelbrecht (2008) and Sarlah (2008) used a correction
factor for the heat transfer coefficient making it into an effective heat transfer
coefficient and thus, to a certain extent, took into account the effect of a
non-uniform temperature distribution in the solid perpendicular to the flow
direction.
2.4. Two-dimensional models
Petersen et al. (2008b) were the first to implement a complete 2D model
of a parallel-plate based AMR at room temperature. In their model the
spatially resolved dimensions are the x- and y-directions, i.e. the direction
along the flow and the direction perpendicular to the flow and along the
thickness of the solid plate. The equations for the solid and fluid used in the
14
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Petersen et al. 2D model may be written as
ρscs
∂Ts
∂t
= ks
(
∂2Ts
∂x2
+
∂2Ts
∂y2
)
(9)
ρfcf
(
∂Tf
∂t
+ u
∂Tf
∂x
)
= kf
(
∂2Tf
∂x2
+
∂2Tf
∂y2
)
(10)
ρf
(
∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u
)
= µf∇2u−∇p (11)
∇ · u = 0 (12)
assuming constant thermal conductivity and that u = (ux, uy, 0). The heat
transfer between the solid and fluid domains is modeled through an internal
boundary condition, which can be expressed as
ks
∂Ts
∂y
= kf
∂Tf
∂y
(13)
which is valid on the boundary between the two domains only. Oliveira et al.
(2009) formulated the 2D AMR problem in a very similar way, albeit using
non-dimensional variables.
Very recently, Liu & Yu (2010) presented a 2D model of a porous struc-
ture. The authors show that it is possible to track the 2-dimensional temper-
ature distribution in the regenerator bed. In this way internal temperature
gradients orthogonal to the flow direction may be resolved.
The equations presented above (1 and 2) (for both 1D and 2D models)
include the effect of thermal conduction in the solid and the fluid, convective
heat transfer, viscous losses, heat losses to the surroundings and, of course,
the MCE. These effects have varying influence on the operation of an AMR
and different models thus include various effects, which are discussed below
15
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in detail.
2.5. Three-dimensional models
Bouchard et al. (2009) presented a three-dimensional model of the AMR
with a regenerator comprised of particles of spherical and elliptical nature.
Their model solves the fully coupled problem with the governing equations
including Eqs. 1-2, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the rel-
evant magnetostatic equations describing the coupling between the applied
magnetic field, magnetization and internal magnetic field. The model of
Bouchard et al. (2009) is of great interest since it is the first (published) at-
tempt to model the full geometry of an AMR including magnetostatics. Such
a model may provide deeper insights into the actual ongoing physics in the re-
generator. The results are so far of a limited nature, however, improvements
and further results are expected.
2.6. Other mathematical models
Kitanovski et al. (2005) developed a numerical steady state model for a
rotary AMR. The model was described in cylindrical coordinates. The radial
dimension was neglected. Because of the higher frequency the longitudinal
heat conduction was neglected as well. Results of the analysis provided a 2D
map of temperature gradients in the solid and fluid, respectively.
2.7. Boundary conditions
Initial and boundary conditions have to be specified in order for any AMR
model to be solved. These conditions include hot and cold side fluid inlet
temperatures and boundary conditions towards the ambient. The common
way of defining the boundary conditions is given in Tab. A.1.
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TABLE 1
In the 2D and 3D cases an internal boundary condition similar to that
given in Eq. 13 is needed to describe heat transfer between the fluid and the
solid. Steady state operation is specified by setting the temperature of the
fluid and solid at the beginning of the cycle to the temperature at the end
of the previous cycle.
2.8. Implementation of the magnetocaloric effect
In order to analyze the operation of the AMR, magnetic properties need
to be included in the model. The adiabatic temperature change, ∆Tad, and
specific heat of the solid is generally a function of both temperature and
magnetic field and appropriate look-up tables should be applied. The MCE
is generally implemented in one of two ways.
The simplest and most straightforward way of including the MCE in
the model is to apply the adiabatic temperature change to the solid during
the processes of magnetization or demagnetization directly. This may be
formulated mathematically as
T = Ti +∆Tad (Ti, µ0Hi, µ0Hf) (14)
where the initial temperature is denoted Ti, the initial magnetic field Hi and
the final magnetic field is Hf .
The adiabatic temperature change as a function of temperature, initial
and final magnetic field can be derived from experimental data tables or using
the mean field model (MFM) (Morrish, 1965) and many authors have used
the MFM in their AMR numerical models (Petersen et al., 2008b; Nielsen
17
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et al., 2009a; Smailli & Chahine, 1998; Li et al., 2006; Allab et al., 2005;
Siddikov et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2009; Aprea et al., 2009; Tagliafico
et al., 2010; Sarlah & Poredos, 2005; Kitanovski et al., 2005).
The following equation may be used to describe the energy release in
the magnetocaloric material during magnetization or demagnetization over
a period of time
Q˙MCE = −Ts∂M
∂T
µ0
∂H
∂t
(15)
with the volumetric magnetization denoted M . This equation is simply de-
rived from the basic thermodynamics of the MCE using the Maxwell relation
between the derivative with respect to magnetic field of the entropy and the
derivative of the magnetization with respect to temperature. This expression
was employed in the models published by e.g. Shir et al. (2004); Engelbrecht
et al. (2007a); Nielsen et al. (2009a). This way of implementing the MCE is
a so-called built-in method.
The built-in method for including the MCE in the model presupposes
a continuous change of the magnetic field, which will certainly always be
the case in an experiment. However, this method requires detailed, and
numerically differentiable data sets of the magnetization and specific heat as
functions of both temperature and magnetic field. These may not always be
available from experimentally obtained data for MCMs.
The processes of magnetization and demagnetization in an AMR can be
simulated by both methods. However, the selection of the most suitable
method in general depends on the purpose of the simulations. If the main
goal of the numerical model is to simulate actual experimental AMRs with
high accuracy, it is crucial to use the experimentally obtained magnetocaloric
18
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properties of the chosen magnetocaloric material. However, in the case that
sufficient experimental data is not available, the direct application of the
adiabatic temperature change may be the best method of applying the MCE.
2.9. Effect of longitudinal thermal conduction
Longitudinal thermal conduction is included in most models. It has a
large influence on the operation of the AMR under certain geometric and
operational circumstances, especially for regenerators with a relatively short
length and a structure continuously connected along the flow direction (e.g.
parallel plates) and/or for small values of the utilization, where the fluid is, of
course, moved a short distance. The utilization is defined as the ratio of the
thermal mass of the HTF moved to the total thermal mass of the regenerator
solid
ϕ =
m˙fcfτ2
mscs
, (16)
where the mass flow rate is denoted m˙f and the duration of the blow period is
τ2. This is also related to the frequency of the operation. A lower frequency
means a larger influence of the longitudinal thermal conduction.
Figure A.1 shows the impact of the longitudinal thermal conduction at
different mass flow rates and at two different operating frequencies. It should
be noted that the thermal conduction is extremely important to consider at
low mass flow rates (low utilizations) and low cycle frequency, since under
these conditions the convective heat transfer due to fluid movement is of the
same order as the thermal conduction of the fluid and does thus not dominate
the heat transfer of the fluid as it does for larger mass flow rates.
FIGURE 1
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Among the published AMR numerical models, some include longitudinal
thermal conduction in the solid as well as in the fluid (Petersen et al., 2008b;
Nielsen et al., 2009a; Kawanami et al., 2006; Siddikov et al., 2005; Tagli-
afico et al., 2010; Legait et al., 2009; Dikeos et al., 2006), which is physically
the most correct. Engelbrecht (2008); Sarlah (2008); Dikeos et al. (2006)
included longitudinal thermal conduction in the system through an effective
longitudinal thermal conduction. In porous media, such as a packed sphere
regenerator, the conduction path through the solid and fluid is complex and
difficult to separate and model independently. Therefore, the fluid/solid ma-
trix is modeled as a single entity regarding longitudinal thermal conduction,
which is expressed in the parameter keff . Such a measure not only simplifies
the equation for the fluid, but may also improve the stability of the numerical
simulation (Sarlah, 2008). The effective longitudinal thermal conduction of
the solid and the fluid may be expressed as
keff = kstat + kfDp(Pe) (17)
where Dp is the dispersion coefficient, which is a function of the Peclet num-
ber, Pe. Correlations for the static conduction, kstat, and the dispersion
coefficient may be found in e.g. Hadley (1986).
Thermal dispersion is a complex phenomenon and may be understood as
thermal conduction due to hydrodynamic mixing in the fluid. This mixing
occurs due to the geometry of the solid structure and is thus much more
complicated to derive in a packed sphere based regenerator than in, e.g.,
parallel-plate based regenerators. A contiuously connected solid as, e.g.,
parallel plates may have a significant dispersion due to higher longitudinal
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thermal conductivity.
2.10. Effect of viscous dissipation
Viscous dissipation in the fluid is the irreversible degradation of mechan-
ical energy into heat and may have a large impact on the thermal analysis of
the regenerator. The impact of the viscous losses is included in most models
using a friction factor correlation as presented in e.g. Engelbrecht (2008);
Sarlah (2008); Dikeos et al. (2006). Viscous dissipation is generally low for
most prototype AMRs and is often neglected in models of AMRs and other
regenerators. However, as regenerator geometries reduce in size and AMRs
operate at higher frequency, which requires higher fluid flow to maintain an
equal utilization, viscous dissipation will increase and may become significant
for future AMR configurations or operating conditions.
Figure A.2 shows the impact of the pressure drop on the COP of packed
spheres AMR with water as a heat transfer fluid at different mass flow rates.
Note that pressure drop (viscous losses) affects the COP through irreversible
viscous losses as well as through the work needed to pump the fluid through
the AMR. The impact on the COP is seen to be most profound at higher
mass flow rates (higher utilizations) as expected.
FIGURE 2
2.11. Heat losses
Most AMR models assume perfect insulation to the ambient and ignore
thermal interactions with the regenerator housing. That means that para-
sitic losses due to inevitable temperature gradients between the regenerator
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and the surroundings are neglected. Only one model has included a formula-
tion of the parasitic losses to ambient through the concept of an extra “half”
dimension (Nielsen et al., 2009a). This extra spatial dimension is not nu-
merically resolved but a lumped heat loss term is applied and found through
analyzing the thermal resistance from the regenerator core to the ambient.
Results show that this effect may have a significant impact on the AMR per-
formance (Nielsen et al., 2009a,c). Figure A.3 shows an example of including
the thermal losses in a numerical AMR model.
Frischmann et al. (2009) present a model that considers the thermal in-
teraction between the fluid and regenerator housing using a dispersion model
that considers radial temperature gradients within the regenerator. Experi-
mental single blow data showed that the regenerator housing significantly
reduced the apparent heat transfer in the regenerator, especially at low
Reynolds numbers (Frischmann et al., 2009). Thermal interactions with the
regenerator housing and with the ambient can be a significant loss mecha-
nism for AMRs. However, the authors are not aware of work that studies
these losses in detail.
FIGURE 3
2.12. Magnetic field change
In general, the magnetic field change can be distinguished between dis-
crete “on-off” and a continuous change (Fig. A.4). If the discrete magnetic
field change is assumed, the inclusion of the MCE is limited to the applica-
tion of the adiabatic temperature change directly since the built-in method
is meaningful only with continuous magnetic field changes. However, if the
purpose of the numerical model is to simulate the experimental operation
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of an AMR, it may be important to implement the time-dependent change
of the magnetic field as the magnetic field change and fluid flow processes
often overlap in real AMR devices. The time-dependent change of the mag-
netic field can generally be handled with both methods of including the MCE
presented in Sec. 2.8.
FIGURE 4
Most AMR models neglect spatial-dependent magnetic field changes and
assume that each piece of magnetocaloric material in the AMR is subject
to the same magnetic field change at a given point in time. In Nielsen
et al. (2009a) an experimental AMR device was modeled with a spatially
resolved applied magnetic field. Bjørk & Engelbrecht (2011) show that the
synchronization and width of the magnetic field can be of great importance
to the AMR performance. The effect of the demagnetizing field, presented in
Sec. 2.8, may have a strong influence on the spatial variation of the internal
magnetic field in an AMR. The demagnetizing field is generally a function
of geometry, temperature and the material properties of the MCM (Smith
et al., 2010; Brug & Wolf, 1985).
2.13. Materials properties
The physical properties of the fluid and the solid are important to in-
clude in a physically realistic way. The heat transfer fluid most commonly
assumed when modeling AMRs is water perhaps with added anti-corrosives
and anti-freeze (Engelbrecht, 2008; Aprea et al., 2009; Tagliafico et al., 2010;
Petersen et al., 2008b; Nielsen et al., 2009a). In this case the fluid may safely
be assumed to be incompressible and most authors also assume constant
fluid properties, i.e. viscosity, mass density and specific heat (Petersen et al.,
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2008b; Nielsen et al., 2009a; Li et al., 2006; Allab et al., 2005; Oliveira et al.,
2009; Aprea et al., 2009; Dikeos et al., 2006), whereas a few have imple-
mented models with temperature-dependent properties (Engelbrecht, 2008;
Engelbrecht et al., 2007a; Siddikov et al., 2005). When the temperature of
water is changed, for example, from 0 to 40 ◦C the mass density and specific
heat are consequently changed by less than 1 percent, while the dynamic
viscosity may depend on temperature but has less effect on the performance
of the AMR. If, for example, a gas is used as the heat transfer fluid, the as-
sumption of constant physical properties would lead to a much greater error
since mass density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and dynamic viscos-
ity of gasses depend significantly on temperature and pressure. Also, an
equation of state is needed if the flow cannot be considered incompressible.
However, the effect on the AMR performance due to temperature-dependent
fluid properties has not been investigated in great detail yet.
Many authors assume temperature independence of mass density and
thermal conductivity of the MCM (see Table A.2). This assumption depends
highly on the MCM considered. Considering e.g. gadolinium the thermal
conductivity and the mass density do not change significantly around room
temperature (see e.g. Jacobsson & Sundqvist (1989) for details) whereas
at both lower and higher temperatures the thermal conductivity is depen-
dent on temperature. The specific heat of the MCM varies significantly with
temperature and magnetic field – especially around the magnetic transition
temperature of the material – and should thus not be assumed to be con-
stant. Also, some materials (usually exhibiting a 1st order transition) have
a structural transition close to the magnetic phase transition temperature.
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This often induces changes in the volume of the material and thus also the
mass density and perhaps even the thermal conductivity.
It is important that the thermodynamic MCM properties are consistent.
If care is not taken when determining specific heat and the corresponding
entropy change with magnetization or adiabatic temperature change, model
predictions can become unrealistic. An example of inconsistent thermody-
namic properties is the assumption of a specific heat that is independent of
magnetic field combined with a constant adiabatic temperature change with
magnetization. If the specific heat of the material is used to calculate the
entropy curves for zero field and a high magnetic field, the two will be equal
because the specific heat is constant. This means that the entropy change
with magnetization, and therefore adiabatic temperature change, is zero,
which contradicts the assumption of a constant non-zero adiabatic tempera-
ture change. Using a material with constant specific heat with an assumed
adiabatic temperature change will result in an over prediction of cooling
power, and a cycle that does not obey the 2nd law of thermodynamics.
2.14. Flow conditions
A periodic fluid flow is present in all numerical AMR models. It is of great
importance to implement the fluid flow correctly and several approaches for
this have been made. Two main considerations should be done carefully.
• The assumptions about the actual flow include whether the flow is
laminar, incompressible, fully developed, temperature dependent etc.
• The representations of the change in input velocity can be a discrete
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step function, following a sinusoidal curve or whichever profile an ex-
perimental AMR device uses.
In models where the flow is transversally resolved (in one or two dimensions
perpendicular to the flow direction) a flow-profile is needed. If the geometry
is simple the profile may be derived analytically as is the case for models of
parallel plate regenerators (Nielsen et al., 2009a) or in more advanced cases a
numerical solution to the Navier-Stokes equation for the fluid velocity profile
may be needed (Bouchard et al., 2009).
The determination of the mean fluid velocity is usually done through a
fixed mass flow rate or similar; however, the temporal change of the mean
fluid velocity is implemented differently. Some authors assume a discrete
velocity profile as a function of time such that the flow is either on or off
(Li et al., 2006; Allab et al., 2005; Siddikov et al., 2005; Aprea et al., 2009;
Petersen et al., 2008a; Nielsen et al., 2009a), perhaps through a ramping
method (Petersen et al., 2008b; Nielsen et al., 2009a) and some models as-
sume a more realistic contiuous flow curve as a function of time (Dikeos
et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2009a; Engelbrecht, 2008; Oliveira et al., 2009). It
was argued in Nielsen et al. (2010) that for the general purpose of theoretical
evaluation of the AMR performance discrete velocity profiles may be the best
option since it removes the possible impact of specific experimental devices.
In Nielsen et al. (2009a) and Nielsen et al. (2010) it was argued that when
modeling experimental devices it is of great importance to actually make the
flow profile in the numerical model resemble that of the experiment, which
may seem obvious but is not necessarily always how models are implemented.
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2.15. Channeling effects
Flow channelling is caused by a non uniform porosity distribution in the
transverse bed direction. For a packed particle bed the porosity at the wall
is typically greater than the porosity at the center position of the regener-
ator. As a consequence, the pore velocity near the wall will be larger than
the center velocity due to the lower pressure drop close to the wall (Kaviany,
1995; Achenbach, 1995). Flow channelling will result in cold or hot bypasses
that will lower the effectiveness of the regenerator (Chang & Chen, 1998).
The amount of flow channeling depends greatly on the ratio of regenerator
diameter, dr, to particle diameter, dp. The flow channeling becomes more
important with decreasing ratio dr/dp (Nemec & Levec, 2005). In order to
resolve the radial velocity distribution the volume averaged transport equa-
tions for the momentum transport may be used (Hsu, 2005).
ǫ(r)
dp
dz
= µ
(
d2uz
dr2
+
1
r
duz
dr
)
− µuz
K(r)
− Fρ |uz|uz√
K(r)
(18)
Here uz is understood as the superficial velocity, i.e. the velocity the flow
would have if the bed was empty, in the axial direction. The permeability for
a particle bed isK = ǫ3d2p/(a(1−ǫ)2) and the Forchheimer factor F = b/
√
aǫ3
with a = 150, b = 1.75 and ǫ being the porosity. In this sense the regenerator
is understood as a continuum described by a radial porosity distribution. An
extensive review on porosity distributions for packed beds can be found in
du Toit (2008). They strongly recommend the use of the following correlation
for the porosity
ǫ(r) = ǫ∞ + (1− ǫ∞) exp
[
−N
dp
r
]
(19)
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with N = 6000 and ǫ∞ = Vf/(Vf + Vs) being the bulk porosity. Equation
(18) can be solved with standard solvers in, e.g., Matlab using the boundary
conditions dvz(r = 0)/dr = 0 and vz(r = R) = 0. The pressure gradient is
assumed to be constant (i.e. obtained from experiments).
FIGURE 5
Figure A.5 shows the radial velocity profile close to the wall. A significant
departure of the radial velocity adjacent to the wall from the center velocity
is observable. There are two ways to resolve flow channeling in an actual
model for a magnetic refrigerator device: resolve the regenerator on a 2D
computational domain or account for a modified pressure drop and heat
transfer correlation that takes flow channeling (and therewith the ratio dr/dp)
into account (Achenbach, 1995). So far the channeling effect has not been
studied in detail in terms of its impact on the AMR cycle. This may certainly
pose a significant issue to address.
2.16. Modeling of graded AMRs
It has been experimentally shown that grading the regenerator along the
flow direction with a range of MCMs each with a different Curie temperature
increases the AMR performance (Rowe & Tura, 2006). This is an area of the
magnetic refrigeration research where numerical models may prove to have
the most significant impact. The optimal performance of the AMR as a func-
tion of multiple MCMs, i.e. through a variation of the Curie temperatures of
each material, the number of materials and perhaps even the amount of each
material, pose a very large problem due to the many free parameters. In this
area only a few models have been applied (Jacobs, 2009; Engelbrecht et al.,
2007b; Nielsen et al., 2009b) and further work to understand the grading
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effect is urgently needed. Layered regenerators are generally modeled by as-
signing solid material properties as a function of position in the regenerator.
Several problems arise when considering the modeling of graded regenera-
tors. Apart from the vast parameter space, magnetocaloric data for each of
the individual materials may not yet be available to such a degree that it is
usable for this kind of modeling. Also, the interface between each material
should be considered. This could demand spatially varying thermal conduc-
tivity, mass density etc. It is noted that knowledge of whether the amount
of each individual MCM should be the same for optimal performance of the
AMR or if it could be beneficial to have an asymmetrical distribution of the
materials. The definition of the problem inherently also includes the intended
application. Figure A.6 shows a schematic of the concept of layering an AMR
bed.
FIGURE 6
2.17. Implementing the effect of demagnetization
It is well-known that the internal magnetic field of a magnetic material
in a homogeneously applied magnetic field can be highly inhomogeneous,
an effect known as geometric demagnetization (Bouchard et al., 2005, 2009;
Smith et al., 2010; Joseph & Schloemann, 1965; Brug & Wolf, 1985; Peksoy &
Rowe, 2005). In fact, the internal magnetic field may be reduced to as little
as a few percent of the applied field dependent on the temperature of the
sample, the sample’s geometry, and direction and magnitude of the applied
magnetic field (Smith et al., 2010). This effect may be understood through
the demagnetizing field, which is generally dependent on the geometry of
the magnetic material and the orientation of the applied magnetic field as
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well as the spatially non-constant magnetization, which is a function of both
the internal magnetic field and temperature in turn. This emphasizes the
highly non-linear nature of the demagnetization problem and it is basically
impossible to simplify it into e.g. an extra source term in the energy equation
of the solid. A fully coupled numerical model for calculating the internal
magnetic field is thus needed and should be solved simultaneously with the
heat transfer model.
It is emphasized that the MCE, whether expressed as the isothermal en-
tropy change or the adiabatic temperature change, should be considered as
a function of the internal magnetic field. Of course, measurements may be
reported as a function of applied magnetic field, but in order to compare
materials properties of different materials between different experimental se-
tups the internal magnetic field is the proper independent variable (and, of
course, so is also the temperature).
So far only a few published numerical AMR models have included this
effect (Bouchard et al., 2005, 2009; Nielsen et al., 2010; Peksoy & Rowe, 2005).
In Bouchard et al. (2005, 2009) the effect of demagnetization was included as
an extra coupled equation to be solved together with the thermal equations.
However, the results were not discussed in detail in terms of the impact of this
on the AMR cycle. It was shown, however, that the adiabatic temperature
change may be considerably affected when accounting for demagnetization
(Bouchard et al., 2005), which is consistent with the recent results from
Christensen et al. (2010) and Bahl & Nielsen (2009).
In Peksoy & Rowe (2005) the demagnetization was investigated for a
symmetric regenerator setup and the resulting magnetization showed as a
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function of position in the regenerator under various conditions. The results
showed that care should indeed be taken when deciding how to align the
applied magnetic field with respect to the regenerator material when consid-
ering thermal gradients in the system etc.
In other extreme cases, such as described in Bahl & Nielsen (2009), the
effect may be significant. An example of the resulting internal magnetic field
is shown in Fig. A.7. It is apparent that there is a vast difference between the
resulting internal magnetic field dependent on the orientation of the applied
magnetic field and the temperature of the MCM. The more ferromagnetic
the material is the more significant the effect is. In the case of applying the
field perpendicular to the largest surface of the plate (Fig. A.7b) the internal
field may be decreased with up to 80 percent for the cases considered here.
FIGURE 7
2.18. Hysteresis effect in AMR modeling
In literature it is often argued that with a 1st order magnetic transition
MCMs are among the most promising candidates as refrigerants in an AMR
device due to their large MCE. However, at least three very important aspects
of this assumption have not yet to our knowledge been investigated in detail.
Firstly, the MCE is usually confined to a quite narrow temperature interval
for 1st order materials compared to 2nd order materials. Secondly, the specific
heat usually has a high but narrow peak around the Curie temperature and
the peak temperature changes as a function of magnetic field (e.g. Palacios
et al. (2010)). Thirdly, the inherent hysteretic effects present in most 1st
order materials (e.g. Pecharsky & Gschneidner (2006) and Tocado et al.
(2009)) have not yet been considered in any published AMR model.
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In Basso et al. (2005, 2006) the fundamentals of hysteresis were consid-
ered for magnetic materials and to some extent that analysis covered initial
steps to evaluate the impact on the AMR cycle. In Kitanovski & Egolf
(2009) the hysteretic losses were implemented as a scalar quantity expressing
a degradation of the efficiency of an AMR device. However, this efficiency
was estimated and not found through a rigorous analysis. At present the
hysteresis effect has not been implemented in any AMR model. Generally,
an analysis of the impact of the special behavior of the magnetocaloric prop-
erties of 1st order materials should certainly be performed. The operating
frequency of the AMR cycle may be limited by e.g. the inherently slower
1st order transition (Gschneidner et al., 2005). See Kuz’min (2007) for other
examples of limiting factors to the AMR frequency.
3. Conclusion
A large range of numerical AMR models were discussed. The individual
components of a general AMR model were described in detail and their im-
pacts were discussed. The rank, or dimensionality, of the individual AMR
models ranges from 1D to 3D. Most models published are 1D of nature and
thus include a heat transfer correlation to describe the heat transfer between
the solid regenerator matrix and the heat transfer fluid. It was also argued,
on the other hand, that 2- or 3D models are difficult to realistically implement
to model complex structures different from e.g. parallel plates, even though
a first attempt of full 3D-modeling of a particle bed has been published. It is
therefore concluded that each kind of model is relevant to consider and that
the requirements of the particular case modeled should be carefully analyzed
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when choosing which kind of model to use.
The various components of an AMR model, such as the implementation
of the MCE, flow profiles etc., were discussed in detail. It may generally be
concluded that it is important to ensure that the 2nd law of thermodynamics
is not violated. Furthermore, each component should be implemented as
detailed as possible, which includes the use of proper experimental data,
consideration of the resulting internal magnetic field, proper applied magnetic
field and flow profiles in accordance with any experiment modeled etc. It
should be stressed, however, that simpler models are usually much easier to
interpret and, especially, to ensure to be numerically well-behaved. It may
therefore be recommended to use a simple model to try to identify the most
important physical processes of a given geometry and configuration, and to
build on that to implement more sophisticated models.
The modeling of AMR cannot be said to be sufficient as is. Several very
interesting physical aspects have not been considered yet, at least not in
detail. The hysteresis inherent in most 1st order materials should be the topic
of detailed future investigations as should the special specific heat curves that
such materials exhibit. The effect of demagnetization on the performance of
the AMR should also be the topic of detailed future investigations.
Appendix A. Summary of published AMR models
TABLE A.1
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Figure A.1: The impact of the longitudinal thermal conduction on the predicted temper-
ature span of the AMR at two different operating frequencies. The operating conditions
in this case were an ambient temperature of 293 K and a regenerator of packed spheres
with a diameter of 1 mm. The model is published in Tusek et al. (2010a).
Figure A.2: The impact of the viscous losses on the COP of a packed spheres-based AMR.
The model configuration was the same as that used for the results in Fig. A.1. The hot
and cold side temperatures were set to 296 and 290 K, respectively.
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Figure A.3: Example of the impact of including the parasitic thermal losses. The two
curves denoted “Model from Bahl et al. (2008)” and “Experiment from Bahl et al. (2008)”
are based on data published in Bahl et al. (2008). The curve denoted “2.5D full loss model”
is the model published in Nielsen et al. (2009a) with the parasitic losses enabled. The
abscissa shows the fluid movement as a percentage of the total length of the regenerator
and the ordinate shows the zero heat load temperature span of the regenerator. The figure
is reproduced from Nielsen et al. (2009a).
Figure A.4: Example of discrete on-off and continuous changing magnetic fields.
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Figure A.5: Radial velocity distribution with dr = 3cm, dp = 1mm, dr/dp = 30, regener-
ator length L = 7cm
Figure A.6: Schematic of a layered regenerator. This case shows four different MCMs
each with a specific Curie temperature denoted on the drawing. It is as yet not fully
understood whether the optimum is an equal amount of each material, as shown here, or
if the distribution of the materials should be asymmetric.
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Figure A.7: Example of the internal magnetic field in a single-material magnetocaloric flat
plate. A linear temperature profile is imposed from the cold end (280 K) to the hot end
(300 K) and the internal magnetic field is calculated using the model from Smith et al.
(2010). Left: the applied field is along the x-direction, i.e. the direction of the flow. Right:
the applied field is along the z-direction, which is perpendicular to the flat plate. Four
different applied fields are considered and the resulting internal magnetic field is plotted
along the x-direction normalized to the applied field. The material used is Gd with a Curie
temperature of 293 K (indicated on the figures). Reproduced from Smith et al. (2010).
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Table A.1: The boundary conditions during AMR operation.
Period Cold side Hot side
Hot blow Tf = Tcold ∂Tf/∂x = 0
Cold blow ∂Tf/∂x = 0 Tf = Thot
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The attached manuscript “Review on numerical modeling of active magnetic regenerators for room tempera-
ture applications”, JIJR-D-10-00230 has been revised according to the reviewer’s comments. We are most 
grateful for the comments and we believe they have contributed to improving the manuscript. In the following 
the changes are outlined in detail. We corrected minor errors in the manuscript and added a few new refer-
ences as well. 
 
The authors are: Kaspar K. Nielsen
1,2
, Jaka Tusek
3
, Kurt Engelbrecht
2
, Sandro Schopfer
4
, Andrej Kitanovski
3
, 
Christian Bahl
2
, Anders Smith
2
, Nini Pryds
2
, Alojz Poredos
3
. 
1
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark 
2
Fuel Cells and Solid State Chemistry Division, Risø DTU, Technical University of Denmark 
3
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 
4
Energy Systems Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Victoria, BC, Canada 
 
Best regards, 
Kaspar K. Nielsen (on behalf of the authors) 
Cover Letter
  
2 
Detailed response to the reviewer’s comments. 
 2.1 No statement about the length scale over which eq. (1) holds is made. Clearly this is as-
sumed to hold over the regenerator length scale, i.e. one should clearly distinguish between 
intrinsic thermal conductivity and effective thermal conductivity (depends on geometrical con-
figuration). Also 2D or 3D models can easily include Nusselt number correlations when the 
energy balance is treated as continuum that holds over the regenerator length. This requires 
feasible information of porosity and its gradient. 
 
These points have been addressed with explicitly stating the validity of the assumed equations and 
that 2 and 3D models may apply Nu-Re correlations as this is, of course, correct. We have further-
more written that the general heat transfer equation of the solid (Eq. 1) includes the intrinsic heat 
transfer of the system. 
 
 2.9 Dispersion is a macroscopic phenomena it arises from volume averaging of NSF equa-
tions. Of course this depends on the geometry.  But in the first place it depends on the length 
scale over which the problem is considered. I.e. parallel plates can have high dispersion if the 
NSF equations are averaged over a repetitive domain.  
 
The text has been updated accordingly. We do agree with the reviewer and we also believe that our 
description of the dispersion and longitudinal thermal conduction is sound. 
 
 Conclusion: Statement "... it is obvious that each component should be implemented as de-
tailed as possible..." is not necessarily true. A fully resolved physics model would be computa-
tional intensive and difficult to validate. They have their place; however, simplified models can 
be informative in that they can be tested and interepreted with ease. 
 
We do agree and have updated the manuscript accordingly. 
 
 It's too bad the review doesn't include all AMR modeling (high temp and low temp.) There are 
some informative papers at lower temperatures. 
 
Yes, this is true. However, the title does explicitly state “room temperature applications”. The length of 
the manuscript is already considerable and we believe our supposed expertise to be in the realm of 
room temperature applications.  
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6 July 2010 
 
 
 Dear Dr. Ziegler, 
These are our responses to the technical check results for the manuscript “Review on numerical modeling of 
active magnetic regenerators for room temperature applications”. 
 
 
1) Keywords provided should be selected from the given list 
(http://www.elsevier.com/framework_products/promis_misc/30436keywords.pdf). 
 
This has been addressed accordingly; one keyword was not on the list and has thus been removed. 
 
2) Style for the unit should be m/s-1 and not m/s. 
 
This has been changed accordingly 
 
3) Vertical lines should not be used in tables. 
 
These have been removed from the tables. 
 
4) The text layout should be in double line spacing. 
 
This has been changed such the “review” is used in the documentclass rather than “preprint” in complete ac-
cordance with the Elsevier tex template. 
 
Best regards, 
Kaspar K. Nielsen (on behalf of the authors) 
Responses to Technical Check Results
